
ARMOURED TRAINS AND MACHINE GUNS

Weekly transmission 30-2017 presents:

About Soviet Armoured Trains (бронепое́зд) II

Weekly Drawing by Théophile Bouchet: Armoured Train IV

Corto Maltese in Siberia (Hugo Pratt Graphic Novel)   V

Six Vintage Soloviev Silver Prints 1-6

Previous transmissions can be found at:  www.plantureux.fr
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Soviet Armoured Trains (1836–1900) 

During the Russian Civil War, the Czechoslovak Legion used heavily armed and armoured
trains to control large lengths of the Trans-Siberian Railway (and of Russia itself). 

The Bolshevik forces in the Russian civil war used a wide range of armoured trains. Many
were improvised by locals, others were constructed by naval engineers at the Putilov and
Izhorskiy factories.  As a result, the trains ranged from little more than sandbagged flatbeds
to the heavily armed and armoured trains produced by the naval engineers. An attempt
to standardise the design from October 1919 only had limited success.  By the end of the
war the Bolshevik forces had 103 armoured trains of all types. 

The e-bulletin presents articles as well as selections of books, albums, photographs
and documents as they have been handed down to the actual owners 

by their creators and by amateurs from past generations.

The physical descriptions, attributions, origins, and printing dates
of the books and photographs have been carefully ascertained 
by collation and through close analysis of comparable works. 

N°30-2017. ARMOURED TRAINS
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Weekly Transmission 30 III Thursday 27 July 2017            .

The Estonians built five armoured trains during the Estonian War of Independence and
they had a key importance in recapturing territories captured by the Bolsheviks.  

After the 1910s and early 1920s Wars, the use of armoured trains declined except in
Siberia. They were used in China in the twenties and early thirties during the Chinese
Civil War,  most notably by the warlord Zhang Zongchang, who employed refugee
Russians to man them.

Armoured trams also existed, the just-formed Red Army used at least one armoured tram
during the fighting for Moscow in the October Revolution in 1917.  The Slovak National
Uprising, more well known for its armoured trains described above, also used at least one
makeshift example.

In 1934, a group of Soviet pionners of photography prepared several photo-illustrated
books under the supervision of Alexander Rodchenco and El Lissitsky: First Cavalry Army
(Первая Конная), Red Army Album (Рабоче-Крестьянская Красная Армия). N.
Soloviev was working for Soviet Kino as a cameraman and decorator, he worked with
Eisenstein on Alexander Nievsky movie set (1938). These unique photos were made circa
1934 during the shooting of movie on the movements of an armoured train (not found),
two of them illustrated an article in the Red Army magazine: Red Star (Крас́ная звезда)́.
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Corto Maltese and Hugo Pratt

Corto Maltese is an Italian adventure comics series, created by Hugo Pratt in 1967. It features
an enigmatic sea captain who lives in the first three decades of the 20th century. The comics
are highly praised as some of the most artistic and literary graphic novels ever written and
have been translated into numerous languages.

Corto Maltese (whose name is possibly derived from the Venetian Corte Maltese — Courtyard
of the Maltese, today Corte Contarini del Bovolo, next to Palazzo Contarini del Bovolo) is a
laconic sea captain adventuring during the early 20th century (1900-1920s). A "rogue with a
heart of gold", he is tolerant and sympathetic to the underdog. Born in Valletta on July 10,
1887, he is the son of a British sailor from Cornwall and an Andalusian–Romani witch and
prostitute known as "La Niña de Gibraltar". As a boy growing up in the Jewish quarter of
Córdoba, Maltese discovered that he had no fate line on his palm and therefore carved his
own with his father's razor, determining that his fate was his to choose. Although maintaining
a neutral position, Corto instinctively supports the disadvantaged and oppressed.

The character embodies the author's skepticism of national, ideological and religious
assertions. Corto befriends people from all walks of life, including the murderous Russian
Rasputin (no relation with the historical figure, apart from physical resemblance and some
character traits), British heir Tristan Bantam, voodoo priestess Gold Mouth and Czech
academic Jeremiah Steiner. He also knows and meets various real-life historical figures,
including Jack London, Ernest Hemingway, Hermann Hesse, Butch Cassidy, James Joyce,
Gabriele D'Annunzio, Frederick Rolfe, Joseph Conrad, Sukhbaatar, John Reed, White Russian
general Roman von Ungern-Sternberg, Enver Pasha of Turkey and Sergei Semenov, modelled
after Grigory Semyonov. His acquaintances treat him with great respect, as when a telephone
call to Joseph Stalin frees him from arrest when he is threatened with execution on the border
of Turkey and Armenia.

Corto's favourite reading is Utopia by Thomas More, but he never finishes it. He also read
books by London, Lugones, Stevenson, Melville and Conrad, and quotes Rimbaud.

Corto Maltese stories range from straight historical adventure to occult dream sequences. He
is present when the Red Baron is shot down, helps the Jívaro in South America, and flees
Fascists in Venice, but also unwittingly helps Merlin and Oberon to defend Britain and helps
Tristan Bantam to visit the lost continent of Mu.

Chronologically, the first Corto Maltese adventure, La giovinezza (The Early Years), happens
during the Russo-Japanese War. 
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In other albums he experiences the Great War in several locations, participates in the Russian
Civil War after the October Revolution, and appears during the early stages of Fascist Italy. 

The seventh album lasts during the years 1918–1920, Corte sconta detta Arcana (black and
white 1974–1975), better known under its French title Corto Maltese en Sibérie; in English as
Corto Maltese in Siberia. Pratt was inspired by Grigory Mikhaylovich Semyonov, or Semenov
(Russian: Григор́ий Михай́лович Семёнов (1890-1946), the crual Japanese-supported leader
of the White movement in Transbaikal and beyond from December 1917 to November 1920,
Lieutenant General and Ataman of Baikal Cossacks (1919).

A 2002 French-language animated film, Corto Maltese: La Cour secrète des Arcanes, was
based on this Pratt novel.

Click for teaser:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b5rueaM5JZA
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NIKOLAI SOLOVIEV. Armoured Train in Movement I, Soviet Union, c. 1934. Vintage silver
print, 195x295 mm, photographer’s wet stamp, caption in Russian, pencil.

1200 euros
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NIKOLAI SOLOVIEV. Armoured Train in Movement II, Soviet Union, c. 1934. Vintage silver
print, 295x195 mm, photographer’s wet stamp, caption in Russian, pencil.

3500 euros
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NIKOLAI SOLOVIEV. Armoured Train in Movement III, Soviet Union, c. 1934. Vintage silver
print, 190x297 mm, photographer’s wet stamp, caption in Russian, pencil.

3500 euros
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NIKOLAI SOLOVIEV. Armoured Train in Movement IV, Soviet Union, c. 1934. Vintage silver
print, 185x292 mm, photographer’s wet stamp, caption in Russian, pencil.

3500 euros
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NIKOLAI SOLOVIEV. Armoured Train in Movement V, Soviet Union, c. 1934. Vintage silver
print, 295x195 mm, photographer’s wet stamp, caption in Russian, pencil.

1500 euros
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NIKOLAI SOLOVIEV. Armoured Train in Movement IV, Soviet Union, c. 1934. Vintage silver
print, 195x285 mm, photographer’s wet stamp, caption in Russian, pencil.

1800 euros



Serge Plantureux - Photographies
Cabinet d'expertises et d'investigations

80 rue Taitbout, rez-de-chaussée (Entrée du square d'Orléans)
75009 Paris + 33 140 16 80 80                  www.plantureux.fr

Number Thirty, Third Year, of the Weekly Transmission has been 
uploaded on Tursday 27 July 2017 at 15:15 (Three days before the election)

Forthcoming uploads and transmissions on  Thursday 3 August 2017, 15:15 (Paris time)

The Paris “cabinet” is closed until August 6. During two weeks we can be found at 
Hotel de la Ville, Lungomare Marconi, Senigallia, Marche, Italia


